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Custom Diploma Cover

Features of Custom Diploma Cover

Exterior material: leatherette, leather, vinyl, paper, PU

Cover colors: 10 colors in stock, custom colors are available

Layout: tent style, panoramic style or book fold

Foam padding: 3mm, 3.2mm and 4mm thickness

Sizes: fits 6" x8" ,7" x9" ,8" x10" ,8.5" x11" , 11" x14" or customized

Imprinting: gold stamping, silver stamping, silk screen printing, debossing

Inside lining: white cardboard, white moiré and gold moiré panels

Ribbon corners: 4 or 8 corners, more than 15 colors available

Etching: school logo, emblem, image can be imprinted on the moiré lining

More information please view our Custom Options webpage
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Introduction of Custom Diploma Cover

As a professional manufacturer specialized in custom diploma holder with more than

20 years experience, we stock a numerous types of material and colors, such as black,

purple, maroon, red, forest green, white, royal blue, brown, navy blue, grey etc. The

tent style is folded on long edge, the panoramic style display your custom high school

diploma landscape, the book fold covers preserve and protects your certificate

vertically, no matter what layout you prefer, we are able to custom for you. A

personalized diploma cover can includes white cardboard or moiré interior panels to

showcase your diploma and keep it safe from harm. Please kindly be aware of that we

are diploma cover manufacturer and wholesaler that focus on custom diploma covers.

Usually, our cargo will be shipped to you by sea shipping from Ningbo/Shanghai Port;

it takes about 10-15 days to West Coast of United States, and 25-30 days to ship to East

Coast. The cover is packed with single poly bag, for customized item, the quantity per

carton is determined by the size of the covers. Normally, the gross weight shouldn't be

more than 15kg.
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Shipping & Payment

Shipping Method: You can choose sea shipping, air shipping or express to deliver

your cargo based on your specific need date.

Shipping Time: Express shipping is the fastest way to ship, but it is costly. If there ís

no tight schedule for the graduation ceremony, seashipping would be the best choice

to save cost.

Trade Terms: FOB, CIF.

Payment Terms: We can accept down payment via bank transfer, the balance can be

paid after we send the copy of bill of lading. Some customers like to use PayPal to get

payment done that is also fine.

Search us for more details
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